A Preliminary Study on Understanding Voice-only Online Meetings Using Emoji-based Captioning for Deaf or Hard of Hearing Users
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ABSTRACT
In the midst of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic, online meetings are rapidly increasing. Deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) people participating in an online meeting often face difficulties in capturing the affective states of other speakers. Recent studies have shown the effectiveness of emoji-based representation of spoken text to capture such affective states. Nevertheless, in voice-only online meetings, it is still not clear how emoji-based spoken texts can assist DHH people to understand the feelings of speakers without perceiving their facial expressions. We therefore conducted a preliminary experiment to understand the effect of emoji-based text representation during voice-only online meetings by leveraging an emoji-based captioning system. Our preliminary results demonstrate the necessity of designing an advanced system to help DHH people understanding the voice-only online meetings more meaningfully.

1 INTRODUCTION

As online meetings have become more important during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, the use of real-time spoken text graphical user interface (GUI) systems in online meetings is increased. However, text-based communication face challenges in conveying information regarding user emotions compared to its speech-based counterpart. The lack of availability of nonverbal communication cues prevents the sender from clearly expressing the mood of a message, hindering recipients from complete understanding of the message [6].

In normal face-to-face telecommunication, Deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) people can obtain affective information of the others from their facial expressions. However, many online communication situations exist where people do not turn on their video (cluttered rooms, no makeup, etc.), and as a result, DHH people participating in voice-only group communications face difficulties in determining the affective state of the communications.

Recent studies have shown the effectiveness of emoji-based representation of spoken text to capture the affective state of the speakers [3]. However, in online voice-only meetings, no work has focused on understanding how emoji-based text representation can assist DHH people to perceive the affective state of speakers and make their conversation effective without seeing their facial expressions.

We, therefore, conducted a preliminary experiment for measuring the effect of emoji augmented text representation on understanding voice-only online meetings for DHH users. For this experiment, we implemented an emoji-based captioning system that generates emoji-based spoken text by analyzing speech and emotion of speakers in a conversation by using the state-of-the-art APIs.

2 EMOJI-BASED CAPTIONING BASED ON SPEECH AND EMOTION IN A CONVERSATION

In this study, we implemented a system that generates emoji-based spoken text by analyzing speech and emotion of speakers in voice-only online meetings, as shown in Figure 1.
Our system uses two different APIs together to analyze verbal and nonverbal information. The first is Google’s cloud-based speech-to-text API [2], which has a high speech recognition ability [7]. This API analyzes voice inputs from the microphone stream in real-time and returns the speech as text. Here, the recognition continues until silence is detected (as a pause), during which the result of the intermediate process is calculated in real-time. The second API is a voice emotion recognition API. To create a speaker independent system, the web Empath API [4] is used.

The text is displayed in real time, which includes the results being recognized. An emoji is inserted when silence is detected, and the Google speech-to-text API recognition is detached. For the audio "wav" file to be passed to the web Empath API, a recording process run in the background during the speech recognition process. The results are obtained by stopping the recording at the boundary between discrete speech recognition segments. Using Twemoji [12] which is emoji published by Twitter, the highest value is chosen from a set of "calmness," "anger," "joy," and "sorrow" emoji (Figure 1). The emoji is inserted when silence is detected, and the speech-to-text API recognition is detached. It does not show an emoji when an error message is returned from the web Empath API. Following the literature [1], we used a movie-style, two-line, at the bottom captioning style method, which exhibited the best usability scores in the study. The spoken text and emojis were rendered and transmitted to the GUI of the online meeting service through the use of virtual camera application (OBS-VirtualCam [10]).

Our system encountered a few technical difficulties: (1) under the noisy environment, the speech-to-text API recognition does not detach well, (2) the web Empath API cannot analyze the audio file which is longer than 5 seconds, and (3) using the window capturing on a virtual camera, some lag has occurred and the image quality has degraded.

3 PRELIMINARY USER STUDY

We conducted a preliminary experiment for measuring the effect of emoji augmented text representation on understanding voice-only online meetings for DHH users.

3.1 Participants

We recruited four participants (two females) ranging in age from 24 to 27 years old (M=25.25, SD=1.50). Each participant had binaural hearing loss. The hearing state of each participants is shown in Table 1. We confirmed that all participants had normal vision for daily activities and all participants were able to watch videos during our study.

3.2 Procedure

Participants watched three 30 seconds video clips and answered a survey with four questions. Our questionnaire is inspired by [5] (Figure 2). The videos included two students with no speaking disability using two captioning styles—text-only, and text + emoji-based emotion expression. The videos were the recordings of an online conversation from a third-party perspective. The video is in a gallery view, window of two people is in the position of left and right. The imagined situation was that of an online video chat being held with three people, including the participant, who was observing a conversation between the other two. To reduce any misunderstanding regarding the meaning of emoji face, the meaning of each emoji (Figure 1) was communicated to participants before the experiment started. It should be noted that we did not ask how DHH participants feel about the meaning of the emoji.

We have two conditions to test (text-only, text + emoji-based emotion expression). Participants experienced both situations in a random order and counterbalanced across participants. Concerned about the spread of COVID-19 infection, the experiment was conducted online. Participants watched the videos on their own devices. (P1 and P3 watched on a smartphone, P2 and P4 watched on a PC). All of our studies are approximately 15 minutes long. All of our participants are Japanese, thus all of the procedures in our experiment were in Japanese. The experiment design was approved by the university ethics committee.

3.3 Result

Figure 2 shows the results of the evaluation of the question items drawn using the Likert scale of five levels, and user preferences. The results were derived using the t-test and we did not find any
Table 1: Hearing information of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant number</th>
<th>Hearing state</th>
<th>Age of diagnosis</th>
<th>Hearing-aid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>binaural 60 dB</td>
<td>3 years old</td>
<td>binaural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Sensorineural hearing loss (right 100 dB left 101 dB)</td>
<td>2-3 years old</td>
<td>binaural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Sensorineural hearing loss (binaural 103 dB)</td>
<td>1 years old</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Sensorineural hearing loss (right 96 dB left 98 dB)</td>
<td>about 4-5 years old</td>
<td>binaural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: The results of our study. (a) There is no significant difference between these two visualization methodologies (text-only, text + emoji-based emotion expression) among all 4 questions. (b) P3 prefers text + emoji-based emotion expression, and the others prefer text-only.](image)

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We found that it is necessary to design emoji expression, GUI, and emotion recognition methodology to assist DHH people in group meetings.

A primary problem associated with using emoji in communications is that perception of emojis depend on culture [9] and varies from person to person [11]. A future study is required to understand the effect of cultural differences towards designing appropriate emoji expressions. A survey on how DHH people feel about each emoji is needed. Moreover, emotions are complex, and...
we used only four types of single codes available to express most of them. In future, we plan to use more emoji expressions.

In this study, we analyzed emotions from audio recording. However, there are various methods for emotion recognition, and it is necessary to verify the effectiveness of other methods. Since we usually infer emotions from both verbal and non-verbal information, we have to examine the effectiveness of the combination of these methods (for e.g. [3] combines textual information and speech information).
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